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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are envisioned to
be an important part of the device-centric Internet-of-Things
(IoT). These bespoke Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs) that
support UAVs significantly differ from traditional terrestrial
and aeronautical networks, both of which are evolving towards
their next-generation forms. The major challenges of the UAS
include (1) the augmented interference due to strong Line-ofSight (LoS) (2) the dynamic shadowing effects owing to 3D aerial maneuvering, (3) the excessive Doppler shift owing
to high UAV mobility as well as (4) the Size, Weight, And
Power (SWAP) constraints. Against this background, we propose
to invoke the recently developed coherent/non-coherent Spatial
Modulation (SM) and its diversity-oriented counterpart of SpaceTime Block Coding using Index Shift Keying (STBC-ISK).
These arrangements employ multiple Transmit Antennas (TAs)
in order to improve the network’s Quality-of-Service (QoS),
but they only use a single RF chain. Furthermore, based on
the throughput, delay and power-efficiency, we conceive a novel
three-fold adaptivity design, where the UAS may adaptively (I)
switch between coherent and non-coherent schemes, (II) switch
between single- and multiple-TA based arrangements as well as
(III) switch between high-diversity and high-spectral-efficiency
multiple-TA based schemes.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Following the success of the Wright brothers’ manned
flight in 1903, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) were first
deployed in World War I for collecting intelligence and
for attacks. The military motivations of advancing warfare
advantage, reducing cost and saving lives of the pilots, who
would otherwise be put at risk, have initiated the early development of UAVs. More than a century has passed by, and
the rapidly proliferating UAVs are soon expected to swarm
in the sky. However, the contemporary UAV applications are
predominately motivated by civilian demands. This significant
shift in the aircraft population and mission is regonized by
the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), who predicts that
in 2030, the number of Remotely Operated Aircraft (ROA)
or UAVs in the US may approach 20,000 [1]. In fact, over
a million commercial UAVs had already been sold by 2015,
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which substantially outnumbered both manned aircraft and
military UAVs.
The UAVs flying in both the controlled and uncontrolled
airspace may conduct a variety of civilian missions, including but not limited to performing search-and-rescue, crowdmonitoring and environmental surveillance, transporting goods
and information as well as providing seemless network coverage. Owing to their convenient deployability and diverse
functions, the UAVs are expected to become an important part
of the device-centric Internet-of-Things (IoT), where billions
of smart devices will be connected in order to provide smart
integrated services in support of the smart home, intelligent
healthcare and smart transportation.
Driven by this escalating communication demand, the standardization of 5th Generation (5G) mobile networks is well
underway. On the other hand, in order to improve the existing aeronautical networks, the modernization of Air Traffic
Management (ATM) is undertaken by the Single European
Sky ATM Research (SESAR) in Europe and by the Next
Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) in the US.
The European and American aviation authorities [1] plan to
complete the first upgrade phase in 2020, which mainly aims
for improving the existing communication links. Following
this, the second phase will focus on data link services, where
the principle of ”Management by Intervention” in the first
phase will be replaced by a more strategic ”Management by
Planning and Intervention by Exception” [1]. This implies
that the future aeronautical networks would also follow the
IoT philosophy, where the human-initiated management and
intervention will be largely replaced by autonomous and smart
systems.
The terminology of Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) is
adopted both by SESAR and by NextGen as the system
supporting UAVs, regardless of UAV size. Both the 5G networks and the next-generation ATM are developing standards
for integrating UAS. The UAS is generally constituted by
a control link and a data link, which are termed as the
Command & Control (C&C) link and the application data
link by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) [2].
However, the UAS control link is termed as Control and
Non-Payload Communication (CNPC) link in ATM [3]. The
American ATM has granted both the L-band (960-977 MHz)
and the C-band (5.03-5.091 GHz) to the CNPC link [3],
whereas the European ATM has reserved the C-band (5.05.15 GHz) for UAS usage. In summary, although the Qualityof-Service (QoS) requirements for the data link may vary
depending on the specific application, the ultra-reliability,
ultra-robustness and ultra-low-latency of the control link is
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always of paramount importance.
Nonetheless, the UAS significantly differs from traditional
terrestrial and aeronautical networks. Firstly, owing to the
strong Line-of-Sight (LoS) propagation, the UAS is prone to
inflicting increased interference upon the ground-level User
Equipments (UEs) [2]. Secondly, owing to their dynamic
aerial maneuvers especially in mission-critical applications,
the critical air-ground link may become blocked by the chassis
of the rotary-ring UAV or by the fuselage of the fixed-ring
UAV, which is termed as the airframe shadowing effect in [3].
Thirdly, the UAS often encounters an excessive Doppler shift
due to the high UAV velocity. Lastly, the Size, Weight, And
Power (SWAP) constraints of UAVs hinder the deployment of
advanced Multiple-Input Multiple-Output (MIMO) techniques
for mitigating the detrimental fading effects.
Against this background, we propose to invoke the recently developed coherent/non-coherent Spatial Modulation
(SM) [4] and Space-Time Block Coding using Index Shift
Keying (STBC-ISK) [5]. In a nutshell, firstly, thanks to the
employment of multiple Transmit Antennas (TAs), the SM
and STBC-ISK schemes achieve a spectral-efficiency gain
and a transmit-diversity gain, respectively, which improve the
network’s QoS. We will demonstrate that compared to their
conventional single-TA aided counterparts, the multiple-TA
aided coherent/non-coherent SM and STBC-ISK are capable
of achieving the target QoS requirements at a reduced transmit
power, which reduces the UAV’s power consumption and
the interference imposed on other users. Secondly, thanks to
the diversity gain, the detrimental airframe shadowing effect
is shown to be mitigated by the STBC-ISK arrangement.
Thirdly, the noncoherent schemes of Differential SM (DSM)
[6] and Differential STBC-ISK (DSTBC-ISK) [5] completely
dispense with channel estimation, hence they are more robust
to high Doppler frequencies. Lastly, unlike many conventional
MIMO schemes such as the V-BLAST and STBC [7], the
coherent/non-coherent schemes of SM and STBC-ISK always
only activate a single RF chain, which reduces the deployment cost and energy dissipation compared to full-RF MIMO
schemes.
Furthermore, all operational and future wireless communication systems are essentially adaptive. One of the most
prominent strategies is the Adaptive Coding and Modulation
(ACM), which adjusts both the modulation throughput and
the channel coding rate according to the link quality. In order
to better accommodate the high dynamics of the UAS, based
on the throughput, delay and power-efficiency, we conceive a
three-fold adaptivity design, where the UAS may adaptively
(1) switch between coherent and non-coherent schemes at
low and high normalized Doppler frequencies fd , respectively,
(2) reconfigure itself between single- and multiple-TA based
arrangements at low and high channel coding rates Rc , respectively, and (3) switch between high-diversity and highspectral-efficiency multiple-TA based schemes at low and high
modulation throughputs Rm , respectively.
II. S YSTEM OVERVIEW
The physical attributes as well as the communication characteristics are summarized in Fig. 1, which shows that the
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UAS strikes a fundamental tradeoff between terrestrial and
aeronautical networks. The evolved versions of 5G and ATM,
both of which aim for integrating UAS, open up compelling
opportunities for the UAS and its IoT applications.
Although balloons are sometimes not considered as UAVs
in the contemporary applications, they are actually the first
ones that executed unmanned aerial missions – Austria used
bomb-filled unmanned balloons to attack Venice in 1849.
Today, there is an increasing interest in employing balloons
or airships as static aerial BSs, which aim for providing
network coverage in remote or disaster-stricken areas. Notably,
Google’s Project Loon uses high-altitude balloons operating in
the stratospace above the altitude where airplanes fly, whereas
the ABSOLUTE project in Europe employs low-altitude balloons operating in uncontrolled airspace [8]. Fig. 1 indicates
that the elevated ballon/airship altitude results in favorable
LoS conditions associated with reduced terrain shadowing and
multipath fading. Moreover, the static aerial BS typically does
not experience airframe-induced fading and high Doppler shift.
The FAA regulates small commercial UAVs to fly under
400 ft of altitude and under 100 mph of speed, which are
characteristics of the popular rotary-wing quadcopter seen in
Fig. 1, whereas 3GPP considers to support a higher altitude
of 300 m [2]. As an aerial UE, the UAV is prone to impose
increased interference to other ground-level UEs [2], owing to
the strong LoS seen in Fig. 1. Moreover, Fig. 1 also shows
that the near-ground UAS often experiences terrain shadowing
and multipath fading [9]. The detrimental airframe shadowing
in Fig. 1 arises, when the communication link is blocked
by the UAV’s chassis during its aerial maneuvers, resulting
in significant packet loss [9]. Furthermore, Fig. 1 suggests
that the control link of rotary-wing UAV may experience
a high normalized Doppler frequency fd . For example, the
off-the-shelf XBee-PRO employed for the UAS control link
in [10] operates at a carrier frequency of fc = 2.4 GHz
and symbol rate of fs = 9600 Bd, which exhibits a high
c
fd = v·f
c·fs = 0.025 for a UAV speed of v = 30 m/s, where
c = 3 × 108 m/s refers to the speed of light. The excessive
fd may result in substantial Channel State Information (CSI)
estimation overhead and CSI-error, which degrade the QoS
of the control link upon invoking coherent communication
techniques.
The fixed-wing UAVs seen in Fig. 1 exhibit the highest variations in altitude, speed and mission type. Firstly,
their elevated altitudes result in an improved LoS, but the
UAVs are still prone to experience terrain shadowing and
multipath fading, because their near-ground operations do not
share the same benign open-area airport environment as in
conventional civil aviation. Secondly, the operational LTEadvanced systems are designed to offer services up to a highspeed train-velocity of 500 km/h, whereas the aeronautical
networks supporting commercial flights generally support a
velocity below the speed of sound of 1192 km/h. However,
the record-holding hypersonic UAV may reach a whopping
speed of 20 times higher than the speed of sound. Thirdly,
without having to accommodate humans, the fixed-wing UAVs
may perform more dramatic maneuvers for mission-critical
applications, which induces a higher chance of encountering
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Fig. 1: Communication systems from terrestrial cellular, Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UASs) to civil aviation.
the airframe shadowing effect. Lastly, for example, a generic
CNPC testbed [3] recorded a very high fd = 0.031 for the
1023-chip m-sequence signals associated with a chip rate of
50 MHz operating in the C-band at fc = 5.06 GHz and at a
speed of v = 90 m/s.
In civil aviation, the detrimental effects of interference,
aerial dynamics and mobility are generally mitigated by a high
transmit power, so that a sufficiently high SNR is maintained
throughout all phases of a flight. By contrast, the UAVs often
have to use lightweight lithium-ion batteries, which are responsible for powering the whole platform. The pertinent SWAP
constraints hinder the employment of both high-gain steerable
but bulky antennas and of full-RF MIMO schemes. Against
this background, in this work, we characterize the air-ground
channels for UAS by the stochastic Ricean fading model,
where the suitable single-RF techniques are adaptively selected
based on the Doppler frequency, Ricean K-factor and SNR.
It is worth noting that the free-space and two-ray path loss
models are generally determinstic and very slow-changing.
For example, even with a high UAV speed of 200 m/s and
a typical bit rate of 100 kbps, the distance change is merely
0.002 m over a bit duration, which is negligible compared to
thousands of meters of LoS propagation coverage. Therefore,
the path loss models are helpful for link budget design but
often indifferent to the choice of PHY-layer techniques for
UAS.
III. S INGLE -RF D ESIGN : T HE M INIMUM H ARDWARE
E XPENDITURE
The schematics of the Index Modulation (IM) schemes of
SM [4] and STBC-ISK [5] are portrayed in Figs. 2(a) and 2(b),
respectively. More explicitly, based on the V-BLAST signal
structure of s = [s1 , s2 ], the SM of Fig. 2(a) assigns one IM
bit to decide whether to transmit s = [sl , 0] or s = [0, sl ],
where the LPSK symbol sl is modulated by log2 L bits. As a

result, the coherent SM scheme achieves an improved spectralefficiency of R = log2 L + 1, which is higher than the singleTA aided PSK of R = log2 L, as shown in Fig. 2(c).
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efficiency of STBC-ISK is given by R = log22L+1 , which is
lower than the single-TA scheme, but the STBC-ISK achieves
a beneficial diversity gain, as seen in Fig. 2(c).
The non-coherent single-TA-based DPSK seen in Fig. 2(c)
invokes the differential encoding of sn = xn−1 sn−1 , where
xn−1 is the modulated LPSK symbol. The matrix-based
differential encoding for the multiple-TA schemes is given
by Sn = Xn−1 Sn−1 , where the (T × M )-element matrix Sn
models the signals transmitted by M TAs over T time slots.
In order to form a (T × T )-element unitary
matrix
–ﬀ,
– » Xn−1
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the DSM scheme [6] invokes Xn−1 =
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for M = T = 2, where s1 and s2 are two independently
modulated LPSK symbols, while a single IM bit is assigned
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efficiencies of DSM and DSTBC-ISK are R = log2 L + 12 and
R = log22L+1 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 2(c). Interested
readers may refer to [4]–[7] for the extensions of using M > 2.
The single-RF design reduces the cost for the following
reasons. Firstly, instead of employing the full-RF V-BLAST
and STBC, the SM and STBC-ISK arrangements also achieve
a spectral-efficiency gain and a diversity gain, respectively, but
they only use a single RF chain, as highlighted in Fig. 2(c).
Secondly, the inter-antenna synchronization is eliminated.
Thirdly, in the absence of Inter-Antenna Interference (IAI),
the coherent/non-coherent SM and STBC-ISK schemes may
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Fig. 2: Schematics of Spatial Modulation (SM) [4] and Space-Time Block Code using Index Shift Keying (STBC-ISK) [5] as
well as the list of schemes considered in this paper.

IV. A IRFRAME S HADOWING
The three-axis maneuver control including pitch, roll and
yaw portrayed in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) was key to the success
of the Wright brothers flight in 1903. However, the dynamic
maneuvers may induce detrimental airframe shadowing, which
is observed to last as long as 74 seconds for the fixed-wing
UAV [3]. This is highly hazardous as the UAV may have
travelled thousands of meters with a blocked control link.
Furthermore, it is also reported in [3] that using multiple
antennas at the Ground Station (GS) is unable to mitigate
airframe shadowing. The traditional solution is to employ a
pair of aircraft TAs radiating the same signal, which however
would result in self-interference nulls. Against this background, Alamouti’s G2 STBC scheme is invoked in [12],
where the signals transmitted from two TAs over two symbol
periods are combined constructively thanks to the STBC’s
beneficial transmit diversity design.
When airframe shadowing is encountered, the pair of Ricean
K-factors K1 and K2 experienced by the two TAs are subjected to non-negative log-normal distribution as modelled in
[3]. Moreover, Fig. 3(a) shows that terrain shadowing may
also result in independent LoS signal-strengths of K1 6= K2
for low-altitude UAVs, where the maneuver pattern of throttle
has a substantial impact. In summary, we recommend the UAS
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employ single-stream-based signal detection at the receiver
[7], which reduces both the signal processing complexity and
latency.
Moreover, we note that the non-coherent MIMO schemes
often suffer from the so-called infinite-cardinality problem
discussed in [5], where the transmit signals have an infinite
number of arbitrary phases and magnitudes. This imposes
extra constraints on the Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC),
which is appropriately matched to the finite number of constellation points to generate the corresponding analog signals.
Furthermore, the linear amplication of the associated signals
having a high Peak-to-Average Power Ratio (PAPR) requires
a substantial Power Amplifer (PA) Input Back-Off (IBO)
[11]. On one hand, reducing the IBO imposes in-band signal
distortion that results in performance degradation. On the
other hand, increasing the IBO leads to low PA efficiency
and out-of-band power leakage contaminating the adjacent
channels. In order to extend the battery life and to avoid
imposing interference on the other users, we opt for using
constant-envelop PSK having a beneficial PAPR for all the
UAS schemes summarized in Fig. 2(c).
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Fig. 4: DCMC capacity comparison of coherent/non-coherent
SM as well as sinlge-/multiple-TA schemes over Ricean fading
channels (K = 0 dB, fd = 0.03).
to employ the newly-developed single-RF scheme of STBCISK, which is shown in Fig. 3(c) to perform very closely to
the full-RF STBC. Furthermore, as evidenced in Fig. 3(c) at
the BER level of 10−4 , the STBC-ISK is capable of achieving
a substantial 13 dB performance advantage over its single-TAbased counterpart.
V. Q UALITY- OF -S ERVICE (Q O S): T HROUGHPUT
Let us now proceed to examine the QoS of UAS. The modulation throughput and channel coding rate are denoted by Rm
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and Rc , respectively. The effective throughputs of coherent
and non-coherent schemes are given by Re = (1 − fp )Rm
and Re = Rm , respectively, where the pilot percentage of
fp = 0.1 is used for channel estimation. The Ricean K-factor
is generally assumed to be K = 0 dB, because the value of
K-factor does not affect the adaptivity decisions, which will
be demonstrated in Sec. VII.
Moreover, we invoke the state-of-the-art Multiple-Symbol
Differential Detector (MSDD) of [13] for non-coherent signal
detection. Considering DPSK as an example, which invokes
the differential encoding of sn = xn−1 sn−1 , the simple
Conventional Differential Detection (CDD) may recover x̂n−1
based on the phase difference between the consecutive received samples ∠(yn /yn−1 ). However, the CDD suffers from
an error floor at high Doppler frequency. As a remedy, MSDD
associated with an increased window size of say Nw = 3
makes a joint decision on {x̂n−1 , x̂n−2 } based on (Nw = 3)
observations {yn , yn−1 , yn−2 }. The MSDD window size Nw
may be further increased for a better performance, but the
associated detection complexity also grows exponentially with
Nw . Fortunately, the MSDD complexity may be mitigated
either by a sphere/trellis decoder or by the classic decisionfeedback methodology.
The throughput is characterized by the Discrete-Input
Continuous-Output (DCMC) capacity in Fig. 4. According to
the Shannon-Hartley law, the channel capacity is given by
R = B · I(X; Y ), where B denotes the bandwidth, while
the mutual information I(X; Y ) is maximized for Gaussiandistributed continuous-input variable X and continuous-output
Y . However, when we consider the practical digital modulation
schemes, the associated DCMC capacity I(X; Y ) portrayed
in Fig. 4 is bounded by the effective throughput of Re . More
explicitly, Fig. 4(a) demonstrates that at a high fd = 0.03,
the coherent SM suffers from a capacity loss both due to the
10% pilot-overhead cost and owing to the CSI estimation error.
By contrast, the noncoherent DSM dispensing with channel
estimation benefits from a further capacity improvement by
MSDD. In summary, the coherent scheme requires a higher
bandwidth than the differential scheme for the sake of achieving the same target data rate.
Furthermore, it is evidenced by Fig. 4(b) that the high-
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Fig. 5: Delay comparison of coherent/non-coherent SM as well
as sinlge-/multiple-TA schemes over Ricean fading channels
(K = 0 dB, fd = 0.03).
diversity scheme of DSTBC-ISK achieves the best DCMC
capacity, followed by the high-spectral-efficiency DSM and the
single-TA-based DQPSK. Moreover, we note that in channel
coded scenarios, the power-efficiency is quantified by the SNR
required for achieving the maximum attainable rate of Re Rc ,
which is exemplified for DQPSK in Fig. 4(b).
VI. Q UALITY- OF -S ERVICE (Q O S): D ELAY
The 3GPP recommands a packet size of b = 1250 bytes
and a target delay of 100 ms for the UAS C&C link [2].
We henceforth assume a clean single-user link bandwidth of
B = 100 kHz, which is supposed to satisfy the 3GPP C&C
data rate of 100 kbps, when a modulation scheme of Rm = 2.0
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when a strong channel code of Rc = 0.5 is applied. Nonetheless, it is also evidenced by Fig. 6(c) that DSTBC-ISK and
DSM become more advantageous as Rc increases, where the
power-efficiency gain is as substantial as 3.3 dB at Rc = 0.9.
Therefore, we propose for the UAS to adaptively switch
between single- and multiple-TA schemes, where the multipleTA scheme is used when a weaker channel code of Rc > 0.5
is applied.
Lastly, as for the effect of Rm , Fig. 6(d) demonstrates that
the DSTBC-ISK achieves power-efficiency gains of 1.7 dB and
1.6 dB over DPSK at Rm = 1.0 and Rm = 2.0, respectively.
However, the performance of DSTBC-ISK degrades substantially for Rm > 2.0. Nonetheless, Fig. 6(d) shows that the
DSM is capable of achieving a substantial 2.0 dB powerefficiency gain over DPSK at Rm = 3.0. Therefore, we further
propose for the UAS to adaptively switch between the highdiversity and high-spectral-efficiency multiple-TA schemes,
where DSTBC-ISK and DSM may be invoked for Rm ≤ 2.0
and Rm > 2.0, respectively.

3.0

Rm

(d) Effect of Rm

Fig. 6: Comparison of the values of Eb /N0 required for
the coherent/non-coherent SM as well as sinlge-/multiple-TA
schemes to achieve the maximum attainable rate of Re Rc .
is used associated with a channel coding rate Rc = 0.5. We
note that this assumption is also sufficient for accommodating
the ATM requirements [1], where the CNPC link data rate is
estimated to be about 10 kbps.
As a result, the delay of Fig. 5 is evaluated by τ =
b/[B · Rc · I(X; Y )]. More explicitly, Fig. 5(a) demonstrates
that the 3GPP target delay is achieved by the noncoherent
DSM, but it is not reached by the coherent SM due to its pilotoverhead cost and CSI estimation error. Moreover, Fig. 5(b)
confirms that the DSTBC-ISK scheme performs the best, since
it achieves the target delay at the lowest SNR, followed by
DSM and DQPSK.
VII. Q UALITY- OF -S ERVICE (Q O S): P OWER -E FFICIENCY
The QoS metric of power-efficiency is quantified in Fig. 6
by the Eb /N0 required for achieving the maximum attainable
rate of Re Rc , which was exemplied earlier by Fig. 4(b). It is
evidenced by Fig. 6(a) that the coherent SM performs better
at low fd , but its performance degrades substantially upon
increasing fd . By contrast, the noncoherent DSM scheme is
shown in Fig. 6(a) to be robust to the increasing Doppler
frequency. Therefore, we propose for the UAS to adaptively
switch between coherent and non-coherent schemes. The
switching threshold is suggested to be about fd = 0.007
according to Fig. 6(a), where a substantial power-efficiency
gain of 1.5 dB is achieved at fd = 0.03. Moreover, Fig. 6(b)
confirms that the different values of the Ricean K-factor do
not affect the advantage of DSM over SM at fd = 0.03, where
the power-efficiency gain is further enlarged upon increasing
K.
The effect of Rc is investigated in Fig. 6(c), which demonstrates that DSTBC-ISK and DSM perform similarly to DPSK,

VIII. P RACTICAL C ONSIDERATIONS ON A DAPTIVITY
The single-TA based ACM is adopted in the L-DACS2
link of the next-generation ATM. Moreover, the Rate Adaptation (RA) module that switches between diversity-oriented
and multiplexing-oriented full-RF multiple-TA schemes has
also been developed for 802.11 [14]. However, the full-RF
multiple-TA schemes may be deemed less suitable for the
UAS as discussed in Sec. II. By contrast, apart from having
multiple TAs, the only extra cost of the SM and STBCISK arrangements in Fig. 2 is a RF switch that activates
the TAs. The solution relies on the classic switch-mode PA
design. For example, the auxiliary class-C PA of the Doherty
architecture can be turned on and off at the symbol rate [11].
Therefore, these high-speed RF switching transistors can also
be employed by the single-RF schemes of Fig. 2 for turning
on and off the activated TA.
The adaptive switching decisions are generally made within
the MAC-layer. The parameters of UAV speed, carrier frequency and symbol rate are all known by the UAV, hence
the coherent/noncoherent adaptivity does not impose extra
overhead by evaluating the Doppler frequency. Moreover,
the single-/multiple-TA adaptivity and the diversity/spectralefficiency adaptivity are indexed by the SNR, as seen in
Figs. 6(c) and (d), which can be directly incorporated into
the existing RA algorithms [15]. We note that the popular
RA scheme of SampleRate seen in [15] updates its adaptivity
decisions in every 10 seconds, during which 100 packets are
conveyed based on the C&C example of Sec. VI. Considering
the UAV’s dynamic mobility, the adaptive probing interval of
[14] that increases in proportion to the packet loss may be
more suitable for the UAS applications.
IX. C ONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate that the recently developed coherent/noncoherent SM and its diversity-aided counterpart of
STBC-ISK are capable of offering significant QoS improvements for UAS. Furthermore, we devised a novel three-fold
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adaptivity design, where the UAS may adaptively (1) switch
between coherent and non-coherent schemes based on the
Doppler frequency, (2) reconfigure itself between single- and
multiple-TA schemes based on the channel coding rate as
well as (3) switch between high-diversity and high-spectralefficiency multiple-TA schemes based on the modulation
throughput.
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